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Abstract. During the last 15 years a large number of specification techniques based on the so-called assumption/commitment paradigm have
been proposed. The formulation of verification rules for the composition
of such specifications is known to be a difficult task. Most rules published
so far impose strong constraints on the type of properties that can be
expressed by the assumptions. Moreover, if completeness results are provided at all they are normally quite weak. We investigate these problems
in the context of a model for dataflow networks.

1

Introduction

An assumption/commitment specification can be thought of as a pair of predicates (A, C), where the assumption A describes the environment in which the
specified component is supposed to run, and the commitment C states requirements which any correct implementation must fulfill whenever it is executed in an
environment which satisfies the assumption. The actual formulation of assumption/commitment specifications is highly dependent on the underlying communication paradigm. See [MC81], [Jon83], [Pnu85], [StaB5], [AL90], [Pan90], [P J91],
[AL93], [SDW93], [Co194] for examples of specification techniques based on the
assumption/commitment paradigm.
The formulation of verification rules for the composition of assumption/commitment specifications is a non-trivial issue. The main reason is that the component specifications can be mutually dependent - - a fact which easily leads to
circular reasoning. Nevertheless, a large number of rules have been proposed. In
the sequel we refer to such verification rules as assumption/commitment rules.
Most rules published so far impose strong constraints on the properties that
can be expressed by the assumptions. For example, it is usual to require that
the assumptions are safety properties [Jon83], [AL90], [P J91], or admissible
[SDW93]. Moreover, if the rules are published with completeness results, these
results are normally quite weak. For example, it is usual to prove some variation
of relative completeness [St091], [Co194] - - a result which only captures some of
the expectations we have to an assumption/commitment rule. We study these
problems in the context of a model for datafiow networks.
The semantic model is introduced in Sect. 2. We distinguish between two
formats for assumption/commitment specifications, namely the simple and the
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general format. The simple format is a special case of the general. The simple
format can be used only when the assumption is independent of the behavior
of the specified component. The simple format is the subject of Sect. 3, and
Sect. 4 is devoted to the general format. For both formats we propose assumption/commitment rules with respect to a feedback operator. We prove that these
rules are sound, and, moreover, that they are complete in a certain strong sense.
In Sect. 5 we show how these rules can be generalized to handle parallel composition of datafiow networks. A small example is presented in Sect. 6. Finally,
in Sect. 7 we give a brief summary and relate our results to results known from
the literature.
2

Semantic

Model

We model the communication history of a channel by a timed stream. A timed
stream is a finite or infinite sequence of messages and time ticks. A time tick
is represented by ~/. In any timed stream the interval between two consecutive
ticks represents the same least unit of time. A tick occurs in a stream at the end
of each time unit. An infinite timed stream represents a complete communication
history of a channel, a finite timed stream represents a partial communication
history of a channel. Since time never halts, any infinite timed stream is required
to contain infinitely many ticks. Moreover, since we do not want a stream to end
in the middle of a time unit, we require that any timed stream is either empty,
infinite or ends with a tick.
By N, N+, Nor and B we denote respectively the natural numbers, N \ {0},
N U {cr and the Booleans. Given a set D of messages, D ~ denotes the set of
all finite and infinite timed streams over D; D ~ denotes the subset consisting
of only infinite timed streams. Given a timed stream s and j E Noo, slj denotes
the shortest prefix of s containing j ticks if j is less than the number of ticks
in s, and s otherwise. Note that slcr = s. This operator is overloaded to tuples
of timed streams in a point-wise style, i.e., for any tuple of timed streams t, tlj
denotes the tuple we get by applying J,j to each component of t. By _ we denote
the usual prefix ordering on streams. Thus, s _C r iff the stream s is a prefix of
(or equal to) the stream r. Also this operator is overloaded to tuples of timed
streams in a point-wise way, i.e., given two n-tuples of streams t and v, t _ v iff
each component of t is a prefix of the corresponding component of v.
Given two tuples a and c consisting of n respectively m streams, by a . c we
denote the tuple consisting of n + m streams having a as a prefix and c as a
suffix.
A function ~- E (D~176
n --* (D~176
m is guarded iff

i1~ = s13 :v r(i)l(j+l) = r(s)l(3+l).
T h a t a function is guarded means that the input until time j completely determines the output until time j + 1. The arrow ~ is used to distinguish guarded
functions from functions that are not guarded.
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Given a guarded function r e (D~) '~ ~ (DO~ m, where n _> m, let ~ r be the
function we obtain by fixing the m last input streams to be equal to the m output
streams, i.e., with respect to Fig. 1, by connecting the m output channels y to
the m last input channels x. We refer to # as the feedback operator. Formally:
r(z) = y

r

r ( z . y) = y.

Due to the guardedness it is easy to prove that for any z there is a unique 1
y such that r ( z . y) -- y. This means that # r is well-defined. Moreover, it
is also straightforward to verify that # r is guarded. For any set of functions
F C_ ( n ~ ) n ~ (D:") m, ~ F denotes {l~rlr ~ F}.
Throughout this paper, unless anything else is explicitly stated, any free
occurrence of i, o, z or y in a formula should be understood to be universally
quantified over tuples of infinite timed streams. Moreover, any free occurrence
of j should be understood to be universally quantified over Nr162

3

Simple Assumption/Commitment Specifications

A simple assumption/commitment specification of a component with n input
channels and m output channels is a pair (A, C), where A and C are predicates
on tuples of timed streams:
A E (DOr

~ B,

C E ( D ~ ) '~ x ( D ~ ) m --, B.

A and C characterize the assumption and the commitment, respectively.
The denotation [ (A, C) ] of a simple assumption/commitment specification
(A, C) is the set of all type-correct, guarded functions that behave in accordance with the commitment for any input history satisfying the assumption.
Mathematically expressed:
{r 6 (DO~

~ ( D ~ ) m ]Vi :A(i) ~ C(i, r(i))}.

1 As a consequence of Banach's fixpoint theorem [AdBKR89], since guarded functions
can be understood as contracting functions in a complete metric space.
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For any specification S, we use As and Cs to denote its assumption and commitment, respectively.
The feedback operator # is lifted from guarded functions to specifications in
the obvious way: ~ # (A, C) ] de~ # | (A, C) ]. A specification $2 refines a specification $1 iff ~ $2 ] C [ $1 ]. We then write S 1 "~ ~2. Since any behavior of 82 is
required to be a behavior of S1, this concept of refinement is normally referred
to as behavioral refinement.
We now formulate an assumption/commitment rule with respect to the feedback operator. To simplify the rule, for any predicate P 9 (D~176
n ~ B, let (P)
denote the element of (D~) " ~ B such that:
Vr 9 (DW)~ :

(P)(r) r 3s 9 (D~176 : r E s A P(s).

Note that Vs 9 ( D ~ ) '~ : (P)(s) ~ P(s). The following rule is obviously sound: 2
Rule 1 :

Al(z) A (A2(z. y) ~ C2(z.y,y)) ~ Cl(z,y)
(A1,C,) ~, #(A~,C2)
However, this rule is not very helpful from a practical point of view. Firstly,
it only translates the conclusion into the underlying logic without giving much
hint about how a proof should be constructed. Secondly, the rule is too weak
because the overall commitment C1 is also required to hold for any z, y such
that Al(z) A -~A2(z. y).
By introducing an invariant I E (D~176
q • (D~) m --* B a more useful rule can
be formulated: 3
Rule 2 :
AI(Z) ::~ I(z,y~o)

I(z,y~j) ~ (A2)(z" y~j)
I(z,y~j) A (C2)(z" Y~j,Y~(j+I)) :r I(z,Y~(j+I))
Vk e N : I(z, Ylk) =~ I(z, y)

z(z,y) A c2(z.

cl(z,y)

( A I , C l ) ~ # (A2,C2)
It follows from the first premise that the invariant holds initially. By induction
on j , it then follows from the second and third premise that the invariant holds
2 With respect to Fig. 1, z represents the q external input channels, and y represents
the m output channels which are also fed back to x. Throughout this paper we refer
to A2 and A1 as the component assumption and the overall assumption, respectively
(and accordingly for the commitments).
3 It is here assumed that z and y vary over q- respectively m-tuples of infinite timed
streams, and that each free occurrence of j varies over Noo. It is also assumed that
~[ binds stronger than -.
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at any finite time, in which case the fourth premise implies that the invariant
holds at infinite time. The conclusion then follows by the fifth premise.
Note that the third premise is a tautology for j = co. Note also that we have
not imposed any constraints on the type of properties that can be expressed by
the assumptions. Rule 2 allows all environment restrictions to be listed in the
assumptions independent of whether these restrictions are safety properties or
not. Moreover, although the prefix closures of As and C2 must be constructed,
the rule does not depend on that the assumptions are split into safety and liveness
properties.
It can be proved that Rule 2 is relative (semantic) complete with respect to
components modeled by non-empty sets of guarded functions.
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Let F C_ (D~176 +m) a.~ (DOO),~ be nonempty and assume that

p F c_ [ Sx ]. Then there is a specification $2 and a predicate I 9 (D~176
qx
(D~) m -* B such that the five premises of Rule P are valid and F C_ | $2 ].
Proof. Let As2(z.x) def
-- A1 (z).
= true, Cs2(z.x, y) &f
= 3 r e F : r ( z . x ) = y, I(z, y) d,f
T h e validness of the first four premises follows trivially. T h a t the fifth premise
is valid follows from the fact that each guarded function has a unique fix-point
with respect to #.
The completeness result characterized by Prop. 1 just says that whenever
we have a dataflow network # F, which satisfies some overall specification $1,
then we can construct a specification S:, which is satisfied by F , and use Rule
2 to prove that $1 "~ # $2. Since we are free to construct $2 as we like, this is
a weak completeness result. As shown by the proof, true can be used as component assumption, and the overall assumption suffices as invariant. Since the
first four premises are trivially equivalent to true this property does not test the
special features of Rule 2. In fact, also Rule 1 is complete in this sense. Thus,
it is clear that Prop. 1 only captures some of the expectations we have to an
assumption/commitment rule.
Before we can prove a more interesting result, we have to figure out exactly
what these expectations are. First of all, we do not expect opposition when we
claim that, from a practical point of view, an assumption/commitment rule is
only expected to work when all specifications concerned are implementable. For
example (true, false) is not a very interesting specification because any component behavior is disallowed 4. This specification is obviously inconsistent in the
sense that its denotation is empty, and it is clearly not implementable (modulo
our concept of refinement ~ if components are modeled by non-empty sets of
guarded functions). In fact, any specification which disallows any component
behavior for at least one input history satisfying the assumption is trivially not
implementable.
4 Remember that the complete communication history of a channel along which no
message is sent is an infinite sequence of ticks. Thus, this specification also disallows
the empty behavior - - the behavior of a component that does nothing.
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This is not, however, the only way in which a simple assumption/commitment
specification can be unimplementable - - it can also be unimplementable because
it disallows guardedness. We say that a simple assumption/commitment specification S is consistent if [ S ] ~ 0.
A consistent, simple assumption/commitment specification may have a commitment that is not fully realizable with respect to complete input histories
satisfying the assumption or partial input histories that have not yet falsified
the assumption.
= true and Cs(i,o)
Example 1. Consider the specification S, where As(i) clef

def

(V~ r162
Vi = O = (1, V~ ~ . It is here assumed that (az, a2, .., an) denotes the stream
consisting of n elements whose first element is al, whose second element is a2,
and so on. Moreover, for any stream s, s r162denotes the stream consisting of
infinitely many copies of s. Since ;~i.(v~ ~ E [ S ], it follows that S is consistent.
To see that the commitment is not fully realizable with respect to input histories satisfying the assumption, let T e ~ S ]. Since ( ~ / ) ~ 0 = (1, v/)~J.0, the
guardedness of T implies v((~/)~)~l = 7-((1, ~/)~)~1, in which case it follows
from the formulation of S that T((~/) ~ ) = (~/)cr = 7"((1, ~/)r
Thus, the second disjunct of the commitment is not realizable by any guarded function (and
therefore also not realizable by any implementation modulo -~).
Such specifications can be avoided by requiring that:

(As)(i~j) A (Cs)(ilj,o~(j+l)) =r 3T E [ S ] : ~-(i)~(j+l) = o~(j-{-1).
Thus, at any time j , if the environment assumption has not yet been falsified,
then any behavior allowed by the commitment until time j + 1 is matched by
a function in the specification's denotation. We say that a simple specification
is fully realizable if it satisfies this constraint. Note that only unrealizable paths
are eliminated by this constraint. It does not reduce the set of liveness properties
that can be expressed by the assumption or the commitment.
Nevertheless, from a practical point of view, any claim that simple specifications should always be fully realizable is highly debatable. Of course, when
someone comes up with a specification as the one in Ex. 1, it is most likely
true that he has specified something else than he intended to specify. However,
there are other situations where specifications that are not fully realizable can
be simpler and more intuitive than their fully realizable counterparts.

Example 2. Consider the specification S, where As(i) def
= true and Cs(i, o)

def

5. For any timed stream s, by ~ we denote the result of removing all ticks in s.
Since S allows behaviors where messages are output before they are received,
or without the required delay of at least one time unit, S is not fully realizable.
For example, let i = a ~ ( ~ / ) er and o = a ~ ( v / ) r where a is a message and
the operator "-" is used to extend a stream with a new first element (later it
will also be used to concatenate streams). Assume there is a v E [ S ] such
that r(i) = o. We prove that this assumption leads to a contradiction. The
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commitment implies r((x/) r162= (x/) ~176Since i~0 = (x/)~176 it follows that r is
not guarded. This contradicts that r E [ S ]. The specification S', where

As,(i)

def true,

def

Cs,(i,o) = o = z A V j

E N : O~(j+l) ____.$~j,

is fully realizable and equivalent to S in the sense that [ S ] = | S' ].
Of course, in this little example it does not really matter. Nevertheless, in
non-trivial cases, specifications can be considerably shortened by leaving out
constraints already imposed via the semantics.
To check whether a consistent specification (A, C1) can be refined into a
fully realizable specification (A, C2) is normally easy - - it is enough to check
that A A C2 =~ C1. To check the opposite, namely whether (A, C2) ~ (A, C1),
can be non-trivial. In that case, so-called adaptation rules are needed. In most
practical situations the following adaptation rule is sufficient:

A(i) A (Vj E Noo : Vs : A(Qj'-'s) =~ 3r : C2(i~j'-'s,o~(j+l)"-'r)) ~ Cl(i,o)
(A, 01) ~ (A, C~)
Using this rule it is straightforward to prove that the specification S of Ex. 1 is a
refinement of the fully realizable equivalent specification S', where As, (i) ~f true
and Cs,(i,o) ~f o = (x/) ~176
With respect to Ex. 2, this adaptation rule can be
used to prove that the specification S is a refinement of the equivalent specification S'.
An interesting question at this point is of course: how complete is this adaptation rule - - for example, is it adaptation complete in the sense that it can be
used to refine any consistent, fully realizable specification into any semantically
equivalent specification? Unfortunately, the answer is "no".

Example 3. To see that, first note that the specification S, where As(i) dej true
= o r i is inconsistent. To prove this, assume v E ~ S ]. v is
and Cs(i,o) ~'f
guarded which implies that v has a unique fix-point, i.e., there is a unique s
such that T(s) -- s. This contradicts that v E | S ]. Moreover, since
:lj E N,s : Vr : o ~ g + 1 ) ~ r = Qj'-'s r false,

it follows that the adaptation rule cannot be used to adapt S.
A slightly weaker, consistent version of S is characterized by S t, where
As,(i) ~f true and Cs,(i,o) ~ o ~ i V o = (v/) ~176Since Ai.(x/) ~176E [ S' ] it
follows that S' is consistent. That the adaptation rule cannot be used to adapt
S' can be proved in the same way as for S. Moreover, since any r E [ S' ] has
(x/) ~176
as its fix-point it follows from the guardedness of r that for example any
behavior (i, o) such that o does not start with a x/is not realizable by a function
in the denotation of S'. Thus, S' is not fully realizable.
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To adapt such specifications without explicitly referring to guarded functions
is problematic, if at all possible. However, by referring directly to the denotation
of a specification, we get the rule below, which is obviously adaptation complete.

A(i) A r e [ (A,C=) ] => Cl(i,r(i))
(A, C1) ~ (A, C2)
Of course this type of adaptation can also be built into Rule 2. However, in
our opinion, assumption/commitment rules should not be expected to be adaptation complete. Firstly, as shown above, by building adaptation into an assumption/commitment rule, the rule becomes more complicated - - at least if
adaptation completeness is to be achieved. Secondly, for many proof systems,
adaptation completeness is not achievable. Roughly speaking, adaptation completeness is only achievable if the assertion language is rich enough to allow the
semantics of a specification to be expressed at the syntactic level. For example,
with respect to our rules, it seems to be necessary to refer to guarded functions
at the syntactic level in order to achieve adaptation completeness. Instead, we
argue that assumption/commitment rules should only be expected to work when
the specifications axe fully realizable. Adaptation should be conducted via separate rules. If these adaptation rules are adaptation complete, then this can be
proved. If not, we may still prove that the assumption/commitment rules satisfy
interesting completeness properties with respect to fully realizable specifications
which basically amounts to proving these properties under the assumption
that adaptation complete adaptation rules are available.
We are by no means the first to make the distinction between adaptation
rules and ordinary rules. In fact, since the early days of Hoare-logic, it has been
common to distinguish between syntax-directed proof-rules involving composition modulo some programming construct and pure adaptation rules. See for
example the discussion on adaptation completeness in [Zwi89].
Given that the specifications are consistent and fully realizable, at a first
glance one might expect the completeness property of interest to be:
-

-

-

whenever the conclusion holds, then we can find an invariant I such that the
five premises of Rule 2 are valid.

However, this property is too strong. Consider the single premise of Rule 1. The
main contribution of Rule 2 is that whenever the first four premises of Rule 2
are valid, then the premise of Rule 1 can be simplified to:

I(z,y) A C2(z . y,y) ::~ Cl(z,y).
The second premise of Rule 2 makes sure that the invariant implies the component assumption A~. Moreover, Rule 2 allows us to build the overall assumption
into the invariant. Thus, this formula is basically "equivalent" to:
AI(X) A A(z . y) A C2(z " y,y) =~ CI (z, y).
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As a consequence, it can be argued that Rule 2 characterizes sufficient conditions
under which =~ in the antecedent of Rule l's premise can be replaced by ^. In
other words, the main contribution of Rule 2 with respect to Rule 1 is to make
sure that for any overall input history satisfying the overall assumption, the component assumption is not falsified. In fact, this is not only a feature of Rule 2 - - it
seems to be a feature of assumption/commitment rules for simple specifications.
For example, in the rely/guarantee method [Jon83] only simple specifications can
be expressed (simple in the sense that the pre~ and rely-conditions do not impose
constraints on the behaviors of the specified components). Moreover, the rule for
parallel composition makes sure that if the environment behaves in accordance
with the overall pre- and rely-conditions, then the pre- and rely-conditions of
the two component specifications are not falsified.
Thus, since for example (true, true) ~/~ (false, true), although [ (false, true) ]
contains any type-correct function, the completeness property proposed above
is too strong. Instead we propose the following property.
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. Let $1 and $2 be simple specifications such that S1 "~ # $2.

Assume that $2 is consistent and fully realizable, and moreover that:
~" e [ $2 ] ^ Asl(z) =v As~(Z. #T(Z)).
Then there is a predicate I E (D~176
q x (D~) "~ --* B such that the five premises
of Rule 2 are valid.
Proof. Given that tm(y) returns the number of ticks in y, the validness of the
five premises follows straightforwardly if I(z, y) is defined as follows:
AI(Z) h (A2)(z, yh)) A r k e N+ : k _< tin(y) =v (C2)(z,y~(~-l),y~k).
Note that Rule 1 does not satisfy this result. The proof of Prop. 2 is based on the
fact that there is a canonical invariant - - more precisely, a schema that gives
an invariant that is sufficiently strong. By inserting this invariant in Rule 2 and
conducting some straightforward simplifications, we obtain the following rule: 5
Rule 2r :

Al(z) =~ (A2)(z. Y~0)
Al(z) ^ (C~)(z. Y~, YI(j+I)) ~ (A~)(z. Y~(J+D)
Al(Z) AVk 6 N : (C2)(z. Ylk,Ylk) =~ A2(z. y)
Al(z) A C2(z. y,y) =~ Cl(Z,y)
(A1,CI) ~ #(A:,C2)
Rule 2 and 2' are equivalent modulo the canonical invariant. From a practical
point of view, if we are working outside the scope of automatic verification,
5 Contrary to earlier, j varies over N.
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it is debatable whether the invariant should be fixed in this way. A canonical
invariant has a simplifying effect in the sense that the user himself does not have
to come up with the invariant. On the other hand, it complicates the reasoning
because it is then necessary to work with a large and bulky formula when in
most cases a much simpler formula is sufficient.

4

General Assumption/Commitment Specifications

A general assumption/commitment specification is also a pair of two predicates
(A, C). T h e difference with respect to the simple case is that not only the commitment, but also the assumption A, may refer to the output, i.e., A is now of
the same type as C:
A 6 (DEC) n x ( D ~ ) 'n --~ B.
The denotation [ (A, C) ] of a
(A, C) is defined as follows:

general

assumption/commitment specification

{v E (D~176
'~ ~ (DO~ " I Vi, j : (A>(iJ.(j+l),r(i)~j) :~ (C>(Q(j+I),T(i)~(i+I)) }.
Note that, since (A)(il(oo+l), r(i)~|
:* (C)(i1(oo+1), r(i)l(|
is equivalent
to A(i, ~'(i)) ~ C(i, r(i)), this requirement is at least as strong as the constraint
imposed on the denotation of a simple specification. In addition, any correct
implementation is required to fulfill the commitment at least one step longer
than the environment fulfills the assumption. One may ask: why not impose this
second constraint also in the case of simple specifications? The reason is that
the second constraint degenerates to that for simple specifications when A does
not refer to the output.
Rule 2 can now be restated for general specifications as below: 6
Rule 3 :

Al(Z,y) ::~ I(z,y,y~o)
I(z,y,y~j) =*. (A2)(wlj,y~j)
I(z,y,y~j) A (C2>(W~j,y~(jTi)) ~ I(z,y,y~(j+i))
Vk 6 N : I(z, y, Y~k) =~ I(Z, y, Y)
(I>(z, Yb, Yb) A (C~)(w~j, Y~Cj+I)) ::~ (Cl>(z~cj+l), Y~cj-bl))

(A ,Cl)
Contrary to earlier the overall assumption may refer to the overall output. As
a consequence, it is enough to require that the invariant and the component
It is here assumed that z and y vary over q- respectively m-tuples of infinite timed
streams, that j varies over N~, and that w = z .y. Moreover, I E (D~r q x (Dr162m x
(D~) "n --* S.
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assumption hold at least as long as the overall assumption has not been falsified.
This motivates the modifications to the first four premises. The fifth premise
has been altered to accommodate that for partial input the overall commitment
is required to hold at least one step longer than the overall assumption. The
one-step-longer-than semantics is needed to prove the induction step.
Rule 3 is relative, semantic complete in the same sense as Rule 2. However, as
for simple specifications, this is not the completeness result we want. A general
assumption/commitment specification S is consistent iff [ S ] # 0 and fully
realizable iff for any input history i, output history o and r E [ S ] there is a
r' E ~ S ] such that:

(As)(i~j, o~j) A olj = v(i)~j A (Cs)(ilj, o10+I)) ~ v'(i)~0+x ) -- o~0"+0.
Note that this constraint degenerates to the corresponding constraint for simple
specifications if S is consistent and does not refer to o in its assumption.
In Prop. 2 we made the assumption that for any input history satisfying
the overall assumption, each resulting fix-point satisfies the component assumption. In the case of general assumption/commitment specifications the overall
assumption may refer to the output. Thus, it makes only sense to require that
the component assumption holds at least as long as the overall assumption.
Proposition 2 can then be restated as below:
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. Let $1 and $2 be general specifications such that S1 ~ ~ S2.
Assume that $2 is consistent and fully realizable, and moreover that:

r 6 [ $2 ] IX (Asl}(z~j,l~v(z)11) =~ (As2)((z" # r ( z ) ) l j , # r ( z ) l j ) .
Then there is a predicate I 6 (D~176
q x (D~) ~ x (D~) m --, B such that the five
premises of Rule 3 are valid.
Proof. The validness of the five premises follows straightforwardly if I(z, y, v) is
defined as follows:
As,(z,y) A (As2)(Wlo,V$o) AVk 6 N+ : k <_ tm(v) =~ (C2)(w$(k-1),vlk),
where w = z 9v.
By inserting the canonical invariant in Rule 3 we obtain:
Rule 3' :
Al(Z,y) ~ (A2)(W~o,ylo)
A1 (z, y) A (C2)(wlj, Y~(j+I)) =v <As)(w~(j+l), Y~(j+I))
Al(z,y) AYk 6 N : (C2)(W~k,y~k) ~ A2(w,y)

(A1)(z, y~j) A (C2)(w~j, Yl0"+I)) =~ (Cl)(z~(j+l), Yl(j+I))
(AI,C1) -'* #(A2,C2)
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It is assumed that w = z- y. Rule 3 and 3 t are equivalent modulo the canonical
invariant.

5

Network Rules

So far specifications have been represented by pairs of predicates. Instead of
predicates we now use formulas with free variables varying over timed infinite
streams. Each free variable represents the communication history of the channel named by the variable. In that case, however, we need a way to distinguish
the variables representing input channels from the variables representing output
channels. We therefore propose a quadruple (i, o, A, C), where i is a finite, totally ordered set of input identifiers, o is a finite, totally ordered set of output
identifiers, and A and C are formulas whose free variables are contained in i U o.
The sets i and o are required to be disjoint. In other words, the input and output
channels have different names. The advantage of this representation is that it
gives us a flexible way of composing specifications into networks of specifications
by connecting input and output channels whose names are identical.
Consider the s general specifications

( Z l U X l , y l , A I , C l ) , (z2Ux2,y2,A2,C2),

...

, (zsUx,,y,,As,Cs).

For each 1, the sets zl,xt and Yt name respectively the external input channels
(those connected to the overall environment), the internal input channels (those
connected to the other s - 1 specifications in the network), and the external and
internal output channels. Let
s
Z l,
Z ~--- ~Jl=l

X = t.J~=lXl ,

y " - U ls = l Y l .

We assume that z N x = z N y = 0 and that x C y. Moreover, we also assume
that 1 r k =~ y~ N yk = 0.
We can think of these s specifications as modeling a network of s components
where the input and output channels are connected iff their names are identical.
The constraints imposed on the sets of channel identifiers imply that two different
specifications cannot send along the same channel. They may receive on the same
channel, however, this read access is non-destructive in the sense that they both
get a private copy of the channel's content. We represent this network by:

IIL~ (zz u xz,~,At,C~).
Thus, given that z and y contain n respectively m elements, the denotation of
this network is the set of all functions r E (D~176
'~ -L (D~176
m, for which there
are s functions Tl E [ (Zl Uxz,yl,Az,Ct) ] such that for all z, r ( z ) = y iffr
7 In this definition each totally ordered set is interpreted as a tuple.
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yl = n ( z ~ . x , ) , ~,2 = r2(z2, x2), . . . , y, = r , ( z , . z , ) .

Since each rl is guarded, it follows that r is well-defined and guarded.
For any formula P and set of variables a, P(aJ.j) denotes the result of replacing each occurrence of v in P by vii for any v E a. Moreover, P(aJ.j,bJ.~:) is a
short-hand for P(aij)(bik). A straightforward generalization of Rule 3 ' gives: s
Rule 4 :

A => A~=l(Al)(wlj,O, Ydo)
A A [A~=1(Cl)(wd~, Yd(j+l)) ] => ^~=1 (Al)(wd(j+l), Yd(j+l))
A AVk E N : A~=l(Cl)(Wlik,ydk ) =>^~=lAt

(A)(Yii) A [ A~=1(C,)(w,•, Yd(j+,)) ] :* (C)(zl(j+,), Yl(j+,))
(z,y,A, C) ~ {[~=1(zt U xt,yt, At, Ct)
However, this rule ignores one aspect, namely that we are now dealing with s
component specifications and not only 1. For example, if s = 2, it may be the
case that the antecedent of the third premise implies only one of the component assumptions, say Ax, and that the second component assumption A2 can
be deduced from At A C1. This is typically the case if A2 contains some liveness constraint that can only be deduced from Ct. To accommodate this, we
reformulate Rule 4 as below: 9
Rule 5 :

A => ^~=1(Al)(wlJ, o, Ydo)
A A [A~=1(Cl)(wtij, Yd(~+l)) ] ~ A~=x(Al)(wll(j+l), Yd(j+l))

(A)(Yij)

A [A~__1 (Cl)(Wllj, Y / i ( j + l ) ) ] ~

(C)(z~(j+l), YI(j+I))

A ^ Vk e N : [^T=~ (C~>(wtik, y~k)] ^ [^~=~A~ =~ C~ ] =~ C

(z, y, A, C) ~ H~=I(z, U x,, y,, A,, C,)
For Rule 5 we may prove completeness results similar to those for Rule 3 t.
6

Example

We now use Rule 5 to prove that the network pictured in Fig. 2 consisting of two
component specifications BQ and UQ characterizes an unbounded FIFO queue.
We first introduce two stream operators. For any stream s and set A, A 9
denotes the substream that can be obtained from s by filtering away all messages
(including ticks) not in A. If ~ / r A then the resulting stream is untimed. If
A -- {m} we write m 9 instead of {m} 9
For any untimed stream s, # s
denotes the number of messages in s.
s The elements of z and y vary over D r176j varies over Noo, and wl -- zl Uxz.
9 C o n t r a r y to earlier, j varies over N.
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SBQ

UQ

Fig. 2. The FIFO Queue

BQ, the bounded queue, differs from UQ, the unbounded queue, in that it
has a bounded memory. When the internal memory of BQ is used up, it is
supposed to use the unbounded queue. Let D be the set of data elements, and
let M = D U {|
| models a request. We assume that | • D. Formally, the
queues are specified as below: l~
BQ de~ ({i : M , s : D } , { o : D , r : M } ,

P(i) A Q(r, s), Q(i, o) A P(r)),

UQ d,~ ( { r : i } , {s: D}, P(r), Q(r, s)),
where

P(a) d,=fV j e N : #[|

< #[D(~(a~j)],

Q(a, b) dej Vj e N : D(~(bI(j+D) E D 9

A #D(~b = #|

P states that at any point in time the number of received requests is less than or
equal to the number of received data elements. Q states that any d a t a element
output on b has already been input on a, and that exactly one d a t a element is
o u t p u t on b for each request received on a.
Note that ABQ is not a pure safety assumption. It follows straightforwardly
by Rule 5 that UQ' ~ BQ U UQ, where UQ' is obtained from UQ by replacing
r and s by i and o, respectively.

7

Discussion

As we see it, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
- We have introduced two specification formats for dataflow components.
- For these specification formats we have formulated assumption/commitment
rules.
- We have shown that our rules are able to handle assumptions with arbitrary
liveness properties.
10 For simplicity, we do not specify the boundedness constraints imposed on BQ. By
t : T we specify that the channel named by t is of type T.
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- We have argued that the usual concept of relative completeness captures only
some of the expectations we have to such rules. We have carefully investigated exactly what those expectations are, and based on this investigation,
we have proposed stronger completeness requirements and proved that our
rules satisfy these requirements.
- We have shown that the rules for the feedback construct can be generalized
to handle parallel composition of datafiow networks (parallel composition
with mutual feedback).
We now relate our approach to approaches known from the literature.
Semantic Model: Park [Par83] employs ticks (hiatons) in the same way as us.
However, his functions are defined also for finite streams, and infinite streams
are not required to have infinitely many ticks. Kok [Kok87] models components
by functions mapping infinite streams of finite streams to non-empty sets of
infinite streams of finite streams. The finite streams can be empty which means
that he can represent communication histories with only finitely many messages.
His infinite streams of finite streams are isomorphic to our timed streams in the
sense that we use ticks to split an infinite communication history into an infinite
sequence of finite streams. Two consecutive ticks correspond to an empty stream.
In the style of [Bro87], we use a set of functions to model nondeterministic
behavior. This in contrast to the set valued functions of [Kok87]. Sets of functions
allow unbounded nondeterminism (and thereby liveness) to be modeled in an
elegant way, i.e., without using a more complicated metric. However, contrary
to [Bro87], we use guarded functions and infinite timed streams. Thereby we get
a simpler theory. The actual formulation of guardedness has been taken from
[Bro95I.
Specification Formats: The distinction between simple and general specifications can also be found in [SDW93], [Bro94]. However, in these papers, the
techniques for expressing general specifications are more complicated. [SDW93]
uses a specification format based on prophecies. [Bro94] employs so-called inputchoice specifications. The one-step-longer-than semantics used by us is strongly
inspired by [AL93].
Assumption/Commitment Rules: A large number of assumption/commitment
rules have been published. Most rules proposed so far impose strong constraints
on the properties that can occur in the assumptions. For example, it is common
to require the assumptions to be safety properties [AL90], [PJ91] or admissible
[SDW93]. An assumption/commitment rule handling general liveness properties in the assumptions can be found in [Pnu85] (related rules are proposed in
[Sta85], [Pang0]). However, this rule is based on the ::~ semantics we used for simple specifications. Our rules for general specifications require the stronger onestep-longer-than semantics. Although the rule in [AL93] is intended for safety
assumptions, it seems to be a close relationship between this rule and Rule 5.
The first premise of Rule 5 is captured by the fact that [AL93] defines the empty
sequence to satisfy any formula. The second and third premise are almost of
the same form as the first and second premise in [AL93] if the consequent of
the first premise in [AL93] is replaced by its safety closure. Finally, the fourth
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premise of Rule 5 "translates to" A A (A~=ICI(CI)) A (A~=IA, =~ Cz) =~ C. 11
The "resulting" variant of the rule in [AL93] is sound and deals with liveness
assumptions. Nevertheless, it can be deduced from the rule in [AL93] by exploiting the fact that any assumption/commitment specification can be converted to
an equivalent specification whose assumption is a safety property. 12
[AL93] argues that from a pragmatic point of view specifications should always be formulated in such a way that the assumptions are safety properties.
Because we have too little experience in using our formalism, we do not take
any standpoint to this claim here. However, we have at least shown that our
assumption/commitment rules do not depend upon this restriction, and, moreover, that, with respect to our formalism, there are cases where it seems natural
to allow assumptions to also impose liveness properties.
Completeness: [Zwi89] distinguishes between three concepts of completeness,
namely compositional, adaptation and modular completeness. Roughly speaking, a proof system is compositional complete if it is compositional and relative
complete. A proof system is modular complete if it is compositional complete
and in addition adaptation complete. Our concept of completeness can almost
be understood as modular completeness under the assumption that adaptation
complete adaptation rules are available.
8
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